RRRMC
Rimfire Rifle League
This league will run from February 1, 2019 through April 19, 2019. It is an 11-week, 8
match league. The registration fee is $20 and match fees according to membership level.
Premium members pay no match fees, Standard members pay $5 match fees and Nonmembers pay $15 match fees.
This league will have four classes for rimfire rifles under 15 pounds including accessories.
It will be shot at 25 yards with open sights or dot type of no more than 1 power and 50
yards for any scoped rifle meeting weight requirements.
You must know your class at time of registration and indicate that on the form.
Open Sights: Any rifle described except custom class.
Base Class: Any rifle with a MSRP of $350 or less and a scope of $700 or less MSRP. No
modifications of any kind. Rifles out of production can be valued on internet, such as; Gun
Broker, Guns America etc. to see if they qualify for this class.
Sporting/Target Class: Any production rifle with no after-market barrel. May have
modified triggers, trigger springs, after-market triggers. No restrictions on scope. Stock
configuration must not have forearm wider than 2 ½” or a flat buttstock or both. No barrel
tuners.
Custom Class: Any non-production rifle used or meant to be used in competitive shooting
made from components such as: match barrels, custom built actions, after market triggers,
“f” class and bench rest stocks, forearms wider than 2 ½” or flat buttstock or both. Barrel
tuners are permitted in this class. Basically, anything goes, but must be fired off bags.
There is no category for shooting open sights in this class.
You will be allowed 15 minutes to shoot both, sighters and twenty-five remaining targets.
If there are two shots in one target only the lowest scoring shot counts. Missed target is
minus 10 points. More than twenty-five shots at the scoring targets will be deducted ten
points each.
Tie breaker will be determined by the number of “x” dots hit on the last match target. In
the event there is still a tie, the count will continue with the previous match target.
All targets must be validated by a desk person and match fees (if any) collected prior to
shooting, then targets MUST be witnessed by an RSO upon completion.
No mechanical rests are allowed – bags or attached bipods with adjustable legs only.
Once you get the target from the desk, the match must be shot.

